
Its sonar confused by the labyrinth of giant webs spun
across the inlet by the colonies of wolf spiders, it missed the
wire hood above Kerans' head by only a few feet, and then
sailed away along the line of submerged office blocks,
gliding in and out of the huge sail-like fronds of the fern-
trees sprouting from their roofs. Suddenly, as it passed one
of the projecting cornices, a motionless stone-headed
creature snapped out and plucked the bat from the air.
There was a brief piercing squawk and Kerans caught a
glimpse of the crushed wings clamped in the lizard's
jaws. Then the reptile shrank back invisibly among the
foliage.

All the way down the creek, perched in the windows of
the office blocks and department stores, the iguanas watched
them go past, their hard frozen heads jerking stifly. They
launched themselves into the wake of the cutter, snapping at
the insects dislodged from the air-weed and rotting logs,
then swam through the windows and clambered up the
staircases to their former vantage-points, piled three deep
across each other. Without the reptiles, the lagoons and the
creeks of office blocks half-submerged in the immense heat
would have had a strange dreamlike beauty, but the
iguanas and basilisks brought the fantasy down to earth. As
their seats in the one-time boardrooms indicated, the
reptiles had taken over the city. Once again they were the
dominant form of life.

Looking up at the ancient impassive faces, Kerans could
understand the curious fear they roused, re-kindling archaic
memories of the terrifying jungles of the Paleocene, when the
reptiles had gone down before the emergent mammals,
and sense the implacable hatred one zoological class feels
towards another that usurps it.

At the end of the creek they entered the next lagoon, a
wide circle of dark green water almost half a mile in diameter.
A lane of red plastic buoys marked a channel towards an
opening on the far side. The cutter had a draught of little
more than a foot, and as they moved along through the flat
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water, the sun slanting down behind them opening up the
submerged depths, they could see the'clear outlines of five-
and six-storey buildings looming like giant ghosts, here and
there a moss-covered roof breaking the surface as the swell
rolled past it.

Sixty feet below the cutter a straight grey promenade
stretched away between the buildings, the remains of some

former thoroughfare, the rusting humped shells of cars still
standing by the kerb. Many of the lagoons in the centre of
the city were surrounded by an intact ring of buildings, and
consequentty little silt had entered them. Free of vegetation,
apart from a few drifting clumps of Sargasso weed, the
streets and shops had been preserved almost intact, like a
reflection in a lake that has somehow lost its original.

The bulk of the city had long since vanished, and only the
steel-supported buildings of the central commercial and
financial areas had survived the encroaching flood waters.
The brick houses and single-storey flactories of the suburbs
had disappeared completely below the drifting tides of silt.
Where these broke surface giant forests reared up into the
burning dull-green sky, smothering the former wheatfields
of temperate Europe and North America. Impenetrable
Mato Grossos sometimes three hundred feet high, they were
a nightmare world of competing organic forms returning
rapidly to .their Paleozoic past, and the only avenues of
transit for the United Nations military units were through
the lagoon systems that had superimposed themselves on
the former cities. But even these were now being clogged
with silt and then submerged.

Kerans could remember the unending succession of green
twilights that had settled behind them as he and Riggs
moved slowly northward across Europe, leaving one city
after another, the miasmic vegetation swamping the narrow
canals and crowding from roof-top to roof-top.

Now they were to abandon yet another city. Despite the
massive construction of the main commercial buildings, it
consisted of little more than three principal lagoons,
surrounded by a nexus of small lakes fifty yards in diameter
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and a network of narrow creeks and inlets which wound ofl
roughly following the original street-plan of the city, into the
outlying jungle. Here and there they vanished altogether or
expanded into the steaming sheets of open water that were
the residues of the former oceans. In turn these gave way to
the archipelagoes that coalesced to form the solidjungles of
the southern massif.

The military base set up by Riggs and his platoon, which
harboured the biological testing station, was in the most
southerly of the three lagoons, sheltered by a number of the
tallest buildings of the ciry thirty-storey blocks in what had
once been the down-town financial sector.

As they crossed the lagoon the yellow-striped drum of the
floating base was on its sun-ward side, almost obscured in the
reflected [ght, the rotating blades of the helicopter on its
roof throwing brilliant lances across the water at them. Two
hundred yards down shore was the smaller white-painted
hull of the biological testing station, moored against a
broad hump-backed building which had formerly been a
concert hall.

Kerans gazed up at the rectangular cliffs, enough of the
windows intact to remind him of the illustrations of sun-
dazzled promenades at Nice, Rio and Miami he had read
about as a child in the encyclopaedias at Camp Byrd.
Curiously, though, despite the potent magic of the lagoon
worlds and the drowned cities, he had never felt any interest
in their contents, and never bothered to identi$' in which
of the cities he was stationed.

Dr. Bodkin, twenty-five years his senior, had actually
lived in several of them, both in Europe and America, and
spent most of his spare time punting around the remoter
water-ways, searching out former libraries and museums.
Not that they contained anything other than his memories.

Perhaps it was this absence of personal memories that
made Kerans indifferent to the spectacle of these sinking
civilisations. He had been born and brought up entirely
within what had once been known as the Arctic Circle-now

a sub-tropical zone with an annual mean temperature of
eighty-five degrees-and had come southward only on
joining one of the ecological surveys in his early 3o's. The
vast swamps and jungles had been a fabulous laboratory,
the submerged cities little more than elaborate pedestals.

Apart from a few older men such as Bodkin there was

tro-ott" who remembered living in them-and even during
Bodkin's childhood the cities had been beleaguered citadels,
hemmed in by enormous dykes and disintegrated by panic
and despair, reluctant Venices to their marriage with the
sea. Their charm and beauty lay precisely in their emptiness,

in the strange junction of two extremes of nature, like a
discarded crown overgrown by wild orchids.

The succession of gigantic geophysical upheavals which
had transformed the Earth's climate had made their first
impact some sixty or seventy years earlier. A series of
violent and prolonged solar storms lasting several years

caused by a zudden instability in the Sun had enlarged the
Van Allen belts and diminished the Earth's gravitational
hold upon the outer layers of the ionosphere. As these

vanished into space, depleting the Earth's barrier against
the full impact of solar radiation, temperatures began to
climb steadily, the heated atmosphere expanding outwards
into the ionosphere where the cycle was completed.

All over tlie world, mean temperatures rose by a few
degrees each year. The majority of tropical areas rapidly
beiame uninhabitable, entire populations migrating north
or south from temperatures of a hundred and thirty and a

hundred and forty degrees. Once-temperate areas became

tropical, Burope and North America sweltering under
continuous heat waves, temperatures rarely falling below a
hundred degrees. Under the direction of the United Nations,
the colonisition began of the Antarctic plateau and of the
northern borders of the Canadian and Russian continents.

Over this initial period of twenty years a gradual adjust-

ment of life took place to meet the altered climate. A
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rlrrL.errirrg,l lhc Jrrevious tempo was inevitable, and there
war littlr Fr)*re energy available to cut back the encroachinsju'gl*r .l'the equatorial region. Not onry was the gro*it o?

'll plant {brms accelerated, but the higher levels'of ,uaio-
rctivity increased the rate at which irutations occurred.
The {irst freak botanical forms appeared, recalling;h. gil;
tree-ferns of the Carboniferous period, and thire *"", u
drastic upsurge of all lower plant and animal forms.

The arrival of these distant forbears was overlayed by the
se1o1d major geophysical upheaval. The continrl"a lr"utirre
of the atmosphere had begun to melt the polar i".-"rprl
The entrained ice.seas of the Antarctic platiau b"oke ald
{issolved, tens of thousands of graciers around the Arctic
Circle, from Greenland and Norlhern Europe, n"rri"-u"J
North America, poured themselves into the i"", *iUio"r-oi
acres of permafrost liquefied into gigantic rivers.
-. Here again the rise ofglobal waiei-levels would have been
little more than a ftry--{e"r, but the huge dischargi"s 

"n";i"kcarried with them billions of tons of iop-soit. riurir"" deltas
formed at their mouths, extending the continental coastlines
and damming_up the oceans. Thiir effective spread ,t"uJ
from two-thirds of the world,s area to o"ty ,tigLtly *o;"
than half.

Driving the submerged silt before them, the new seas
completely altered the shape and contours of the continents.
The Mediterranean co-1!ac-ted into a system of inland lakes,
the British Isles was linked again wiih northern France.
The Middle West of the Uiitea States, filled bt th;
Mississippi as it drained the Rocky Mountains, became an
enormous grrlf opening into the Hudson Bay, while the
uanbbean sea was transformed into a desert of silt and salt
flats. Europe became a system of giant lagoons, centred. on
the princiFal low-lying cities, inundated 5y the sitt;;;;
southwards by the expanding rivers.

Dryng the next ftjrry years the pole-ward migration of
populations conrinued. A few fortified cities defied?;.i,G
water-levels and the encroaching jungles, building etrboratE
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sea-walls around their perimeters, but one by one these

were breached. Only within the former Arctic and Antarctic
Circles was life tolerable. The oblique incidence of the sun's
rays provided a shield against the more powerful radiation.
Cities on higher ground in mountainous areas nearer the
Equator had been abandoned, despite their cooler tempera-
tures, because of the diminished atmospheric protection.

It was this last factor which'provided its own solution to
the problem of re-settling the migrant populations of the
new Earth. The steady decline in mammalian fertility, and
the growing ascendancy of amphibian and reptile forms best
adapted to an aquatic life in the lagoons and swamps,
inverted the ecological balances, and by the time of Kerans'
birth at Camp Byrd, a city of ten thousand in Northern
Greenland, it was estimated that fewer than five million
people were still living on the polar caps.

The birth of a child had become a comparative rarity,
and only one marriage in ten yielded any offspring. As

Kerans sometimes reminded himself, the genealogical tree
of mankind was systematically pruning itself, apparently
moving backwards in time, and a point might ultimately be
reached where a second Adam and Eve found themselves
alone in a new Eden.
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Then he noticed the heavy cylinder of the compass
dragging at his jacket. For a moment he peered down at it
thoughtfully.

"Look out, Keransr" he murmured to himself, "You're
living on two levels."

Five minutes later, when he entered the sick-bay on
B-Deck, he found more urgent problems facing him.

Three men were being treated for heat ulcers in the
dispensary, but the main twelve-bed ward was empty.
Kerans nodded to the corporal issuing penicillin band-aids
and walked through to the small single ward on the star-
board side ofthe deck.

The door was closed, but as he turned the handle he could
hear the restless heaving motion of the cot, followed by a
fractious muttering from the patient and Dr. Bodkin's
equable but firm reply. For a few moments the latter
continued to speak in a low even monologue, punctuated by
a few shrugging protests and concluded by an interval of
tired silence.

Lieutenant }Iardman, the senior pilot of the helicopter
(now being flown by his co-pilot, Sergeant Daley) was the
only other commissioned member of the survey unit, and
until the last three months had served as Riggs' deputy and
chief executive officer. A burly, intelligent but somewhat
phlegmatic man of about 30, he had quietly kept himself
apart from the other members of the unit. Something of an
amateur naturalist, he made his own descriptive notes of the
changing flora and fauna, employing a taxonomic system of
his own devising. In one of his few unguarded moments he
had shown the notebooks to Kerans, then abruptly with-
drawn into himself when Kerans tactfully pointed out that
the classifications were confused.

For the first two years Hardman had beentheperfectbuffer
between Riggs and Kerans. The rest of the crew took their
cue from the Lieutenant, and this had the advantage, from
Kerans' point of view, that the group never developed that
sense of happy cohesion a more extravertsecond-in-command

might have instilled, and which would have soon made
life unbearable. The loose fragmentary relationships aboard
the base, where a replacement was accepted as a fully
paid up member of the crew within five minutes and
no one cared whether he had been there two days or two
years, was largely a reflection of Hardman's temperament.
When he organised a basket-ball match or a regatta out
on the lagoon there was no self-conscious boisterousness,
but a laconic indifference to whether anyone took part or
not.

Recently, however, the more sombre elements in
Hardman's personality had begun to predominate. Two
months earlier he complained to Kerans of intermittent
insomnia--often, from Beatrice Dahl's apartment, Kerans
would watch him long after midnight standing in the
moonlight beside the helicopter on the roof of the base,
looking out across the silent lagoon-and then took advantage
of an attack of malaria to excuse himself from flying duty'
Confined to his cabin for up to a week on end, he steadily
retreated into his private world, going through his old
notebooks and running his fingers, like a blind man reading
Braille, across the glass display cases with their few mounted
butterflies and giant moths.

The malaise had not been difficult to diagnose. Kerans
recognised the same symptoms he had seen in himsel! an
accelerated entry into his own 'zone of transit', and left the
Lieutenant alone, asking Bodkin to call in periodically.

CuriouslR however, Bodkin had taken a more serious

view of Hardman's illness.

Pushing back the door, Kerans stepped quietly into the
darkened room, pausing in the corner by the ventilator
shaft as Bodkin raised a monitory hand towards him. The
blinds over the windows were drawn, and to Kerans'surprise
the air-conditioning unit had been switched off. The air
pumped in through the ventilator lit/as never more than
twenty degrees below the ambient temperatures of the
lagoon, and the air-conditioner normally kept the room at
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an even Zo degrees. Bodkin had not only switched this
off but plugged a small electric fire into the shaver socket
over the hand-basin mirror. Kerans remembered him
building the fire in the laboratory at the testing station,
fitting a dented paraboloid mirror around the single filament.
Little more than a couple of watts in strength, the fire
seemed to emit an immense heat, blazing out into the small
room like a furnace mouth, and within a few seconds
Kerans felt the sweat gathering around his neck. Bodkin,
sitting on the metal bedside chair with his back to the fire,
was still wearing his white cotton jacket, stained by two wide
patches of sweat that touched between his shoulder blades,
and in the dim red light Kerans could see the moisture
beading off his head like drops of white-hot lead.

Hardman lay slumped back on one elbow, his broad
chest and shoulders filling the backrest, big hands holding
the leads of a pair of headphones clasped to his ears. His
narrow, large-jawed face was pointed towards Kerans, but
his eyes were fixed on the electric fire. Projected by the
parabolic bowl, a circular disc of intense red light three feet
in diameter covered the wall of the cabin, Hardman's head
at its centre, like an enormous glowing halo.

A faint scratching noise came from a portable record-
player on the floor at Bodkin's feet, a single three-inch disc
spinning on its turntable. Generated mechanically by the
pick-up head, the almost imperceptible sounds of a deep
slow drumming reached Kerans, lost as the record ended and
Bodkin switched offthe player. Quickly he jotted something
down on a desk-pad, then turned off the electric fire and
put on the bedside lamp.

Shaking his head slowly, Hardman pulled off the head-
phones and handed them to Bodkin.

"This is a waste of time, Doctor. These records are insanel
you can put any interpretation you like on them." He
settled his heavy limbs uncomfortably in the narrow cot.
Despite the heat, there was little sweat on his face and bare
chest, and he watched the fading embers of the electric fire
as if reluctant to see them vanish.
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Bodkin stood up and put the record-player on his chair,
wrapping the headphones around the case. o'Perhaps

that's the point, Lieutenant-a sort of aural Rorshach. I
think the last record was the most evocative, don't you
agree ?"

Hardman shrugged with studied vaguenegs, evidently
reluctant to co-operate with Bodkin and concede even the
smallest point. But despite this Kerans felt that he had been
glad to take part in the experiment, using it for his own
purposes.

"Mayber" Hardman said grudgingly. "But I'm afraid it
didn't suggest a concrete image."

Bodkin smiled, aware of Hardman's resistance but
prepared for the moment to give in to him. "Don't apologise,
Lieutenant; believe me, that was our most valuable session
so far." Ife waved to Kerans. t'Come in, Robert, I'm sorry
it's so warm-Lieutenant Hardman and I have been
conducting a small experiment together. I'll tell you about
it when we go back to the station. lr{sr /"-}rs pointed to a
contraption on the bedside table which appeared to be two
alarm clocls clipped back to back, crudi metal extensions
from the hands interlocking like the legs of two grappling
spiders-"keep this thing running as long as you can, it
shouldn't be too difficult, all you have to do is re-set both
alarms after each twelve-hour cycle. They'll wake you once
every ten minutes, just enough time for you to get sufficient
rest before you slide off the pre-conscious shelf into deep
sleep. With luck there'Il be no more dreams."

Hardman smiled sceptically, glancing up briefly at
Kerans. "I think you're being over-optimistic, Doctor. What
you really mean is that I won't be aware of them." He
picked up a well-thumbed green file, his botanical diary, and
began to turn the pages mechanically. "Sometimes I think
I have the dreams continuously, every minute of the day.
Perhaps we all do."

His tone was relaxed and unhurried, despite the fatigue
which had drained the skin around his eyes and mouth,
making his long jaw seem even more lantern-like. Kerans
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realised that the malaise, whatever its source, had barely
touched the central core of the man's ego. The element of
tough self-sufficiency in Hardman was as strong as ever, if
anything stronger, like a steel blade springing against a
fencing post and revealing its sinews.

Bodkin dabbed at his face with a yellow silk handkerchief,
watching Hardman thoughtfully. His grimy cotton jacket
and haphazard attire, coupled with his puffy, quinine-tinted
skin, misleadingly made him look like a seedy quack,
masking a sharp and unresting intelligence. "Perhaps you're
right, Lieutenant. In fact, some people used to maintain that
consciousness is nothing more than a special category of the
cytoplasmic coma, that the capacities of the central nervous
system are as fully developed and extended by the dream life
as they are during what we call the waking state. But we
have to adopt an empirical approach, try whatever remedy
we can. Don't you agree, Kerans ?"

Kerans nodded. The temperature in the cabin had begun
to fall, and he felt himself breathing more freely. "A change
of climate will probably help as rvell." There was a dull
clatter outside as one of the metal scows being hauled up in
its davits clanged against the hull. He added: "The
atmosphere in these lagoons is pretty enervating. Three
days from now when we leave I think we'll all show a marked
improvement."

He assumed that Hardman had been told of their
imminent departure, but the Lieutenant looked up at him
sharply, lowering his notebook. Bodkin began to clear his
throat and abruptly started talking about the danger of
draughts from the ventilator. For a few seconds Kerans and
Hardman watched each other steadily, and then the
Lieutenant nodded briefly to himself and resumed his
reading, carefully noting the time from the bedside clocks.

Angry with himself, Kerans went over to the window, his
back turned to the others. He realised that he had told
Hardman deliberately, unconsciously hoping to elicit
precisely this response, and knowing full well why Bodkin
had withheld the news. Without the shadow of a doubt he

had warned Hardman, telling him that whatever tasks he

had to carry out, whatever internal perspectives to bring to a
common focus, this should be completed within three days.

Kerans looked down irritably at the alarm device on the
table, resenting his diminishing control over his own
motives. First the meaningless theft of the comPass' and now
this act of gratuitous sabotage. However varied his faults,
in the past he had always believed them to be redressed by
one outstanding virtue-a complete and objective awareness

of the motives behind his actions. If he was sometimes prone
to undue delays this was a result, not of irresolution, but of a
reluctance to act at all where complete sellawareness was

impossible-his affair with Beatrice Dahl, tilted by so many
conflicting passions, from day to day walked a narrow tight-
rope of a thousand restraints and cautions.

In a belated attempt to reassert himself, he said to
Hardman: "Don't forget the clock, Lieutenant. If I were
you, I'd set the alarm so that it rings continuously."
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By evening the rainfall startcd, slitslrirrg ;rt tlrt' lrrrg'

umbrellas a hundred feet above, the black liglrt orrly lrtilLrtt
when phosphorescent rivers of water broke and pourr:rl rkrwtt

on him. Fiightened of resting for the night, he presscd on,

shooting off1tre attacking iguanas, darting from the- shelter

of one Lassive tree-trunk to the next. Here and there he

found a narrow breach in the canopy overhead, and a pale

light would illuminate a small clearing where the ruined top

fl6or of a sunken building loomed through the foliage, the

rain beating across it. But the evidence of any m1n-qa$e

structures wls increasingly scanty, the towns and cities of the

south swallowed by the rising silt and vegetation'
For three days he pushed ahead sleeplessly through the

forest, feeding on gianl berries like clusters of apples, cutting
a heavier brinch-as a crutch. Periodically, to his left, he

glimpsed the silver back of a jungle river, its surface dancing

in the rain-storms, but massive mangroves formed the banks

and he was unable to reach it.

He rested again below a tree on the edge of the forest,
carefully cleaning his pistol. Ahead of him he could hear the
bats screech and dive among the dark trunhs in the endless
twilight world of the forest floor, the iguanas snarl and lunge.
His ankle had begun to swell painfully; the continual
extension of the damaged muscle spread its original infection.
Cutting a branch off one of the trees, he hobbled forward
into the shadows.

So his descent into the phantasmagoric forest continued,

the rain sweeping relentleJsly across his face and shoulders'

Sometimes it *oUa stop abruptly, and clouds of steam filled
the intervals between the trees, hanging over the waterlogged

floor like diaphanous fleeces, only dispersing when the

downpour resumed' 
rs that he climbedIt was during one of these intermissior

a steep rise in the centre of a broad clearing, hoping--to

.*"up" the drenching mists, found himself in a narrow valley

between wooded slopes. Crowded with vegetation, the hills

rolled around. the vatey fike the dunes he had crossed earlier,
enclosing him in a green dripping world. Occasionally, as

the misis swirled ana ffted, he caught a glimpse of the
jungle river between the peaks half a mile away' The wet
"rty"*tt 

stained by the setting sun, the pale crimson mists

tracing the hill.r.rtr in the distance. Pulling himself over the

wet ciiy-like soil, he stumbled into what seemed to be the

remains of a small temple. Tilting gate posts led towards a

semicircle of shallow steps, where five ruined columns
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formed a ragged entrance. The roof had collapsed, and only
a few feet of the side walls still stood. At the far end of the
nave the battered altar looked out over an uninterrupted
view of the valley, where the sun sank slowly from sight, its
giant orange disc veiled by the mists.

Hoping to shelter there during the night, Kerans walked
down the aisle, pausing listlessly as the rain renewed itself.
Reaching the altar, he rested his arms on the chest-high
marble table, and watched the contracting disc of the sun,
its surface stirring rhythmically like the slag on a bowl of
molten metal.

"Aaa-ahl" A faint almost inhuman cry sounded thinly
into the wet air, like the groan of a stricken animal. Kerans
looked around him quickly, wondering if an iguana had
followed him into the ruin. But the jungle and the valley and
the whole place of stones were silent and motionless, the rain
streaming across the cracks in the collapsing walls.

"Aaa-ah!" This time the sound came from in front of him,
somewhere towards the fading sun. The disc had pulsed
again, aoparently drawing forth this strangled response, half
in protest, half in gratitude.

Wiping the moisture from his face, Kerans stepped
cautiously around the altar, drew back with a start when he
almost tripped over the ragged remains of a man sitting with
his back to the altar, head propped against the stone. The
sounds had obviously come from this emaciated figure, but
it was so inert and blackened that Kerans assumed it must
be dead.

The man's long legs,like two charred poles of wood, stuck
out uselessly in front of him, sheathed in a collection of
tattered black rags and bits of bark. His arms and sunken
chest were similarly clothed, strung together with short
lengths ofcreeper. A once luxuriant but now thinning black
beard covered most of his face, and the rain poured across his
hollowed butjutting jaw, which was raised to the fading light.
Fitfully the sun shone on the exposed skin of his face and
hands. One of the latter, a skeletal green claw, suddenly
rose like a hand from a grave and pointed at the sun as if

identifring it, then fell limply to the ground. As the disc pulsed
again the face showed some slight reaction. The deep re-
cesses around the mouth and nose, the hollowed cheeks that
encroached so deeply over the broad jaw that they seemed

to leave no space for the buccal cavity within, filled for a

moment as if a single breath of life had passed momentarily
through the body.

Unible to advance, Kerans watched the huge emaciated
figure on the ground before him. The man was no more than
a resurrected corpse, without food or equipment, propped
against the altar like someone jerked from his grave and
abandoned to await the Day ofJudgement.

Then he realised why the man had faited to notice him.
The dirt and raw sun-blistered skin around the deep eye

sockets turned them into blackened funnels, at the base of
which a dull festering gleam reflected faintly the distant sun.
Both eyes were almost completely occluded by corneal
cancers, and Kerans guessed that they would be able to see

little more than the dying sun. As the disc fell away behind
the jungle in front of them and the dusk swept like a pall
through the grey rain, the man's head raised itself painfully,
as if trying to retain the image that had burnt itself so

devastatingly upon his retinas, then slumped to one side
against his stone pillow. Flies began to swarm across the
ground andbazzed over his streaming cheeks.

Kerans bent down to speak to the man, who seemed to
sense his movement. Blindly, the hollowed eyes searched the
dull nimbus beside him.

"H"y, fellow." His voice was a feeble rasp. "You there,
soldier, come here ! Where have you come from ?" His left
hand scuttled around the wet stony clay like a crab, as if
looking for something. Then he turned back to the vanished
sun, oblivious of the flies settling on his face and beard.
"It's gone again! Aa-aah! It's moving away from me! Help
me up, soldier, we'll follow it. Now, before it goes for ever."

He held his claw out to Kerans, like a dying beggar. Then
his head slumped back again and the rain poured over his

black skull.
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